NURTURING THE MOVEMENT OF GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN AS AGENTS OF CHANGE TO ASCERTAIN THEIR RIGHTS:
SEVAK is actively and closely working with the Early Married Girls and survivals of exploitation and violence. Conducted several awareness sessions to sensitizing them on the issues of Child marriage, Gender equality, SRHR & nutrition of girls and women and other pertaining programmes at Belagavi, Dharwad & Chikkodi District supported by Terre des Hommes, Netherlands.

- 100 Movement Leaders were participated in capacity building program.
- Organized training program for 120 Young Movement Leaders and Asha workers in Chikkodi Block on interface between Girl and Women.
- Organized awareness campaign on SRHR for 90 Early Married Girls focusing on Personal Hygiene, safety, health and nutrition, mother and child care and protection.
- Introduced various government schemes to the beneficiaries.
- 110 members actively participated in brainstorming workshop for the CSO representatives, SHG Leaders and Movement Leaders.
- Carried out the baseline survey for the below 18 years girl child.
- 50 poor students were enrolled in Byjus Online Classes.
NOTE BOOK DISTRIBUTION:

SEVAK has distributed more than 1500 note books to the needy and poor students of the Government school especially the children of domestic workers, school going children from slum area of Belagavi in association with GiveIndia International Foundation and Stichting Terre des Hommes Foundation Bangalore.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT OF DOMESTIC WORKERS:

SEVAK with the assistance of Fideel Foundation, Netherlands implementing the Empowerment of domestic Worker’s project in Belagavi and in Mangalore cities and organized 3000 members under SEVAK. More than 100 domestic workers were assisted for the Income Certificate, Caste Certificate, Old age/ Widow Pension etc. in this quarter.

More than 200 leaders from Domestic Workers were participated in the Capacity building program. 12500 members were participated in Cluster Meeting and more than 1300 members were participated in Annul General Body meeting.

The Winter Session held in Belagavi Karnataka and domestic workers met our Labour Minister Mr. Shivram Hebbar and submitted the demands on behalf of all the domestic workers.

REVOLVING FUND ACTIVITY:

SEVAK in association with Stitchting Terre des Hommes Foundation, Bangalore came up with Revolving Fund Activity for Small Help Groups, small vendors, needy people for the income generation and sustainability program.

In this quarter 71 new beneficiaries were benefited with Rs.1390000 /- and till now 436 beneficiaries were benefited with Rs. 78,09,000 in the program.
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